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Foreword

This very small book is a compendium of amazing agricultural
knowledge. The concept of ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ (Periodic Pro-
portionate Farming) is highly innovative in content and revolu-
tionary in temper. Its approach is holistic in treatment and it aims
all-round development of farming and   farmers.

Throughout recorded human history, farmers have been subject
to gross exploitation, deprivation and sufferings, and even in the
14th century England agrarian movement and peasant uprisings
have been reported. Oppressed by feudal taxes, tithe and serfdom
many of the laity left farming, fled from their village and reached
London to work as labourers. Soon, they started prospering there.
While their fellow laity at home suffered miserably living in abject
poverty and starvation.

When farming became more miserable and crops uncertain, large
numbers of farmers in almost every part of the globe gave up
farming and settled in big cities and towns to do laboring work. As
a result, agricultural area was reduced and production declined.
Moreover, growing urbanization, construction of highways,
flyovers, malls and SEZ (Special Economic Zones) on agricultural
land have further reduced the farming area. Excessive and indis-
criminate use of fertilizers, insecticides, pesticides and other
chemicals has indeed harmed Indian agriculture very much. With
this the very taste and nutritive quality of the product is spoiled
and the soil is fast losing its fertility. These can be well restored
and improved through ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’.
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‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ is an ideal, practical and pragmatic theory. It
encompasses all the aspects of agriculture, including farming,
animal husbandry and forestation. It ensures equilibrium of
nature and clean environment. It is a humble attempt to redeem
farmers from their present state of misery.

The author of this book Mr. Prem Singh is an ideal farmer and he
is very much devoted and dedicated to his noble cause.

Johan D’hulster wrote in English, So I had no role in his work. He
is master of his subject and I could just amaze at his wonderful
knowledge and deep human concern.

My special thanks to dear Cheryl Colopy, who took pains to go
through the entire text, edited and gave valuable suggestion for
the clarification of the concept. It is hoped that this book will
prove an asset to the entire peasant community.

Shubhash S. Anandaraja
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The Farmers connect heaven and earth
The humane agrarian centre

JOHAN D’HULSTER
Farmer

Since the movement of independence, that has liberated India
from the British colonization, the subcontinent has had a strong
tradition of a large number of freedom fighters. Pratap
Somvanshi, the editor of the Hindustan Samachar (the second
largest newspaper in India), evaluates this number at 2.8% of the
Indian population, not only in 1947 during independence, but
even now: it has been confirmed by his visits to some 5000 rural
villages.
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The same Pratap Somvanshi supports the recent initiative of a
group of farmers form the Banda Region (Utter Pradesh), that
wants to get free from the materialistic influences, that are
corrupting and exploiting agriculture, and subverting the
traditional values and integrity of the rural farmers and villages.

As an answer, the humane agrarian centre was established, to
stimulate farmers to take up their right on self-determination and
autonomy. The starting point is a comprehensive philosophy with
the central focus on our human responsibility towards soil, plants,
animals, and our fellow humans.

Some preliminary notes
In the whole world, farmers are looking for a confirmation of the
vital values of their profession. Groups of people all over the
planet try to name the sources from where agriculture is
operating.

Also in the village Badokhar Khurd, near Banda (U.P.),  such a
group of farmers has already for 25 years been looking for a
definition of what agriculture should be. Inspiration was found in
the beauty of the tradition, the richness of the culture, the
religious Vedic text of long ago, the role of Mahatma Gandhi who
promoted the village autonomy, and many other thinkers. At the
Indian countryside, the culture of exchange is still present in the
natural way: farmers frequently visit each other on the farm to do
a lot of talking and sharing.

It is an exceptional thing to see here the depth and seriousness
with which agriculture is connected to the sources of our being.
In these conversations, a strife for harmony and happiness are in
the center, together with the significance of our human relation
with nature, from a view point of higher understanding.

I already had some experience in India, when I met this group of
farmers three years ago. I had been involved in the INTACH
project of the Lost Gardens of Khajuraho, more specifically in the
aspect of the agricultural restoration. Thanks to the help and
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wisdom of my good friend Swatantra Tiwari, it dawned to me
more and more that the traditional agriculture systems of India
count amongst the best in the world, and that in the last hundred
years, the British colonization, the rigorous deforestation of
India, and later the so-called green revolution has caused a
complete agricultural disruption of this beautiful land and its
population.

My personal agricultural history in Belgium had been one of
stride, but I had been able to survive in a region that had been
setting the tone in Europe in the field of vegetable growing for the
last hundred years, but that had almost lost all significance since
the last thirty years. Hundreds of small farms in my neighborhood
had disappeared due to a social and economic lack of
appreciation. On my own farm, and together with my wife, I had
made the innovating choice for investing in soil fertility, for direct
selling to the consumer, and for autonomy in the field of
conservation of local varieties. That has shown to be the right
choice.

During my stay in India, Swatantra put me in contact with Prem
Singh, a peasant leader in Barokhar Khurd. Just before I had been
able with the help of INTACH to publish a booklet, Conservation
Agriculture, Pleading for a Plentiful India . From the start of my
first conversation with Prem Singh and his farmers-colleagues, I
found a similar vein of vision and experience. The ideas of my
booklet opened news doors and gave strength to these farmers to
come actively into the open.

In January 2011, we decided together to found an “open farmers
university”. When afterwards it appeared that one can’t use
legally the word “university” unless certain conditions are fulfilled,
a better name was found; “Humane Agrarian Center”. At that
time, I was not really aware of the energy of these people. It
would prove to be astonishing.

Infrastructure
Mahatma Gandhi once said; “if you want to change the world, start
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to clean at your doorstep.” On the farm of Prem Singh, 1000 to
2000 farmers come to pay a visit every year. Last year, the
garbage and plastics on the ground stuck my eye. Like
everywhere in India. I then made a remark, and see! Now the
farm has been cleaned, and dustbins are omnipresent!
Sometimes, western influences are useful as well…...

But this was the minor detail. In one year, an enormous building
activity has been deployed; a new conference hall annex museum,
a new, and well furnished kitchen with a small dining hall, new
sleeping rooms. The whole complex breaths space and tidiness.
The museum gives an overview of the history of humanity, seen
from the angle of agriculture (and that has only rarely been done
before), and gives new practical understandings about how we
can organize agriculture in a holistic and ecological way. It has
been presented through paintings by 15 young artists.

And as if this wasn’t enough yet, six months ago a complete new
farm has been set up, as a future-driven model, in the Khahra
village, on fallow land, in the midst of a cluster of traditional
agricultural communities, that even today still don’t have
electricity. An area of 4 hectares has been laid out following the
agro forestry model, the crops are sown, irrigation is organized by
damming the river with check- dams, and a barn with living unity
has been built.

Co-existence
All our human activity is connected with a vision on man and
world. In the course of human history, the essential life
questions;” who am I, what is being, what is harmony?” have met
with the most extreme and contradictory answers. Did God
create us to his image, or are we an elevated kind of monkeys?
And that’s only the start. Does happiness lie in the liberation of
the ego, or in the satisfaction of the ego by limitless
consumption?

In the search for answers on these existential questions, a lot of
inspiration has been drawn from the insights of A. Nagraj Sharma
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(º1920), who comes from a family tradition of Brahmins who
study and interpret the Vedas. From an uneasiness with the
classical insights of his tradition, this modern thinker has gone
into a long deep meditation that has lasted 30 years. From this, a
philosophy has born that encompasses all areas of life, and that
can essentially be brought back to ecology, e.g. our relation and
responsibility towards the earth: co-existence.

One of the key elements of this philosophy is the finding that the
earth, the plants, the animals can only be understood out of a
system analysis. These three worlds are characterized through
dynamic processes with a goal and an order, in constant cycles of
sustainability. Such a finding does already away with half of the
sciences. Moreover, Nagraj points out that not competition, but
the search for harmony is the underline motive of the nature
around us. And as such, we can shove aside the western
Darwinism for a while.

What really matters is the place of man at the top of the pyramid
of life. We, men, have self-willingly ripped ourselves off from the
life laws of the earth, and we have taken distance from the
elementary question of life.  Nagraj explains how we have created
our own virtual reality, away from the natural world (animal,
plants, earth) that have been entrusted to us; how we constantly
take more than we give, in contrast to nature that always gives
more than it takes; how our consciousness remains stuck in the
world of illusions; and how we haven’t succeeded to understand
and to see the connection between matter and consciousness.

A good understanding of the reality leads to an inner recognition;
and this provokes spontaneous action. Therefore, it has been
obvious for the groups of farmers from Badokhar Khurd to work
with these insights, and to translate them into the agricultural
praxis.

Aavartansheel Kheti
Kheti means agriculture, but Aavartansheel is harder to translate.
It is something like a cycle, with the connotation of sustainability
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and ratio.
One could summarize Aavartansheel Kheti in 8 principles:

1. Nature consists of co-existence
2. Nature knows a well defined form of appearance, based on

self-regulation, self-organization and harmony (the primal
type)

3. Nature knows ratio and order (e.g. the golden section)
4. Nature knows no greed, nature feeds.
5. There is abundance for everyone and everything (more is

given than is taken)
6. Agriculture is a replenishing activity; the farmer can create

a surplus, but nature does the work
7. Agriculture is subject of family, not subject of an individual
8. Self-support in the family leads to autonomy that lends

value to fulfilling the social responsibilities.

These are simple principles. And that might be the reason why we
have stopped following them in our time. E.g. do we have the
right to manipulate genetically plants and animals, and to mess
with DNA, when we follow principle n.3, there is ratio and order
in nature? Or is it possible for a farmer to call himself a producer,
when principle n.6 is kept in mind?

The praxis of agriculture
What would be a good agricultural praxis, in view of the
principles quoted above? And what was the Indian traditional
agriculture like, before the disruption of the village autonomy
and the start of the migration to cities? Can we find here an
answer to the global problems of climate change, hunger,
exploitation, loss of soil fertility etc.?

1. The need of ecosystem. According to Indian classical ratio,
one third of the farm’s surface should be planted with trees;
forest, or orchard, or a combination of useful trees (fodder,
fire wood, etc.) and fruit bearing trees,

2. The need of mixed farm with domestic animals. It’s
important to put the (holy) cow in the center of the
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agricultural system; also here, a ratio has to be respected
with regards to the number of animals versus the area of
farmland.

3. Enough grazing land and fodder area for the animals,
together more or less one third of the farmland, with
sufficient crop rotation and mixed crops.

4. The remaining one third serves the food production for
man, with an optimal care for soil fertility and food quality.

5. The natural production should be processed on the farm
with an imperative short chain of produce selling, because
of the surplus value of satisfaction, the control over price
setting and employment.

Once again, this is simplicity personified.

Man has three mothers : mother earth, our physical mother and
mother cow.

Agriculture has to be at the serving base of four systems that
merge in to one another: the family entity, the village entity, the
geographical cultural identity and planet earth. We understand the
word ’system’ here as being in a dynamic process, with a goal and
an order, with inputs and outputs, in sustainable cycles.

E.g. with a good agriculture, a village entity can provide education,
health, production, justice and organization.

In India, I have visited villages where no greed exists. For us,
westerners, this is something unseen and almost unbelievable;
here lies a gem of priceless value, beauty and hope.

First conference
At the end of January 2012, the first conference of the Humane
Agrarian Centre took place, with also European participants. With
generous hospitality, we-a group of 7 Westerners, from which 5
young people-have been received by the Indian farmers
community of Badokhar Khurd. On the renovated farm of Prem
Singh, we’ve been submerged in profound lessons on co-
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existence and practical training on Indian traditional agriculture.
Assisted by Louis, a senior teacher in organic agriculture in
Belgium, I’ve been able to give some lectures on soil fertility and
on our western view on the principle of the golden section.

Every day started with yoga, and ended most of the time with a
musical party, classical Indian music, religious music, dance,
acrobatics and traditional harvest songs. In India, culture is
omnipresent and limitless.

We are convinced that this new center can become of a great
importance for the re-sourcing of agriculture that now is in a
global crisis. Here a great courage has been shown to liberate a
simple, but essential set of ideas for the sake of the earth and
humanity. This center can proudly bear its name: Humane
Agrarian Center.

****
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Aavartansheel Kheti
Periodic Proportionate Farming

FARMER PREM SINGH
Introduction
Since times immemorial, Man has been collecting his dietary
items from Nature on selection basis through close observation,
study and experience. Chronologically, he got the knowledge of
seasons, fruits, seeds, etc. He learnt the uses of animals, metals,
tilling, thrashing, winnowing and reaping of crops. By changing
and transforming food grains, fruits, vegetables, milk, ghee (butter
fat essence), etc. according to the suitability of his health, he
developed the science of diet. In faithful relations with other
humans, he lived in family and village (society) and developed
economic, social, moral and political systems. At this stage, man
lived gratefully, treating Nature as God/Goddess (for example,
river and cow as mother). Whatever Nature bestowed upon him,
he felt happy, prosperous and content in that and lived joyfully
and peacefully

But during the past 300 years, motivated by tendencies of greed
and acquisitiveness, born out of coercive competition, heavy
machines were made and in this way a large scale exploitation of
the Earth’s wealth, human beings, fauna and flora started. With
the use of gunpowder and chemicals, millions and millions of
human beings, animals and birds were killed. Later on, due to
greed for more produce the same gunpowder and chemicals were
used as fertilizers and insecticides, and as a result the farmers’
own food grains, soil, water and air were polluted.  There was also
interference in the natural ratio of metals present in the Earth’s
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womb so that they may also be commercialized.

Side by side, some people started earning their livelihood by
looting and stealing the accumulated food grain stores of others.
With the passage of time, this fear of plunder became the basis
for the institution of Kingship and taxation.

Farmers were also exploited in the name of religion and charity
and the money lenders usurped them with their exorbitant
interests. The same class tried to get social acceptability for their
nefarious and selfish acts. This was granted by the constitution in
the present day materialistic age in the form of speculation, share
market, insurance and banking systems. Broker ship and gam-
bling, which robs producers’ money, has got legal sanction.
Government also exploits the producer’s money and nature’s
splendour (mineral wealth). Farming has always been considered
as the best profession, but in the present day, its importance has
been utterly minimized and ignored, while the other sectors are
being promoted by the government through constitutional
amendments etc. Due to this policy, the strength of farmers in
America, Europe and in the countries of the Northern Hemi-
sphere is around 3 to 5 percent. Now, the same policy is being
applied in the Southern Hemisphere countries, which are blessed
with six seasons and have good possibilities of diverse farming.
As a result of this policy the strength of farmers in India is now
50 percent only, while in 1947 it was 85 percent.

In the present day panorama of events farmers are the worst hit
by the greed-based ideology and concepts. Farming, which was
once called the best, has now become the worst. Farmers are the
first to be affected by the greed-based exploitation of natural
resources, because their produce is dependent on air, water,
temperature and suitability of climate. Also, the government
misguides them by trapping into the greed-based farming. In such
a situation there is a need for such an alternative as may keep
Nature balanced, village (society) orderly and well organized,
family prosperous and human beings healthy and happy.
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‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ (Periodic Proportionate Farming) is one
such holistic alternative suggestion. Those farmers, who adopted
it, have become prosperous and happy. This proposal is very
humbly submitted before the entire peasant community and to
all those are concerned with environmental and agricultural
policy-making.
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Aavartansheel Kheti

To achieve nutrition for the body, its conservation (health) and
prosperity of the family from Nature by keeping the balance of
Nature and its continuity intact is the concept of ‘Aavartansheel
Kheti’. In other words it means adoption of a production-process
by maintaining productivity of the soil, purity of air and water,
and non-interference in the seeds of flora and the species of
fauna.

‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ is fundamentally based on the principles of
(Aavartansheel Economics) Periodic Ratio-based Economics.
Shree A. Nagraj is its propounder: “Aavartansheel Economics is
perceptible in the form of proper use of body, mind, money,
security and prosperity. Wealth is variably the splendour of
Nature. Soil, flora and fauna are all assets. They are all periodi-
cally proportionate and intact in Nature”.

‘Aavartansheel kheti’ (periodic proportionate farming) aims at
providing nutrition and health to the body and achieving pros-
perity of the family through Nature by maintaining its equilibrium
and continuity intact, in other words adoption of farming by
preserving soil fertility, purity of air and water, seeds of trees,
plants and fruits, and non-interference in the geneses of animals
and birds. Basically, ‘aavartansheel kheti’ is a cyclic agricultural
process. But conventionally, it is the co-existence of the earth’s
entire splendour and the various traditions and mores in practice.
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The basis of all human assumption and activities is his sensibility
and understanding faculty. Some assumptions are tested and
confirmed, and some are present in the family and society and
taking them to be true people live. Any inner contradiction and
anomaly causes sorrow, conflict, poverty in the family, fear in
society and finally imbalance of Nature. Lasting happiness and
prosperity promote fearlessness and co-existence with Nature.
The history of human advancement is basically the history of the
development of human assumptions. After the village-system
based metallic age the assumption of the divine theory of state
emerged. In its wake no proper form of farming could be evolved.
In the context of India, there appeared a growing discontent and
indifference towards farming and society, and asceticism and
mysticism also had their effects, as a result of which conflict and
greed-based materialistic assumptions have become effective
and we are facing the consequences there of. Now in the form of
perfect development, there are co-existence-based assumptions
before us. This is the law of Nature. Farming in accordance with it
makes a good possibility for the welfare of all.

Assumptions of ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’

Entire Existence is in the form of Co-existence
Co-existence means that in the immeasurable void the infinite
Nature is unified in each and every form. This is the regular
feature. In other words, air, water, soil, animals, birds and human
beings along with all the units and components of the Earth are in
a state of co-existence with one another. Even the Earth along
with other planets and the Sun in the infinite universe are all in a
state of co-existence with one another.

The present day agricultural science is based on materialistic and
coercive concept. Therefore by way of inference point of view, the
revaluation and analysis of entire agricultural system has become
very essential.
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Presence of Law, Control and Equilibrium in Nature
Since ages learning the laws of Nature Man has been trying to live
successfully in a secure manner. In the sequence of learning the
laws of Nature first came the knowledge of seasons, constellation,
process of seed becoming tree and seed making again, use of
animals, uses of metals etc. By the study of seasons Man devel-
oped the system of ploughing the field and sowing seeds and had
been farming on this basis. Interfering in the laws of Nature due
to greed, Man tried to control seed and species of animals. This
nefarious attitude has disturbed and polluted Nature and its
vitiation is continuing.

Keeping in view the experiences of growing imbalance in Nature
and environment adoption of ‘Avartansheel Kheti’ has become a
great necessity today to keep harmony with Nature and maintain
clean environment.

In Nature all things and matter are in definite proportion
Nature in its diversified infinite forms is proportionate in its
distribution. It means in Nature soil, metals, air, water, fauna and
flora and human beings all are in definite proportion. That is why
they are all periodically regenerative, proportionate and eternal.
Any upsetting in mutual ratio causes imbalance of seasons, illness
and want, which make Man sad. Therefore, Man can survive
happily and prosperously only be maintaining this ratio in Nature
and this is possible only through ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’.

Nature in the form of Qualitative Growth is Eternal. It gives
more than what it takes
Plants and trees take minerals from the soil for their growth,
flourishing, fruit and seed formation, and from Nature they take
air, water and sun-light for their nutrition and development. They
return entire takings to the Earth in more developed forms.

In the same way all living beings, birds, animals etc, receive their
nutrition from vegetation and the earth and in the form of refuse
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return useful micro bio-manure, which helps in the fast growth of
vegetation.

If keeping in view the principle of Qualitative Growth Man starts
farming, he can ensure the rotation of Nature’s cycle as well as his
own prosperity, and for the next generation he would be able to
provide fertile land, nutritive food grains and balanced Nature.
With this human society will also become eternal in the form of
tradition.

Both sided Satisfaction in Nature, no concern of Profit, Loss
and Greed
Apart from Man no motive of profit, loss and greed is seen in the
activities of Nature. Therefore, no storage and want is visible
anywhere, while Man in his greed and acquisitiveness has himself
become full of wants and has also made the Earth so.

Farming is the subject of Family and Village (society) and not
of Individual
Farming is a multi-methodical, multi-dimensional and multi-
angular function. In it every age, capacity and skill is required.
Family and all the people of the village cooperate with one an-
other. Then farming becomes a festival and prosperity is realized.
While in the form of individual farming everywhere there is
hardship and over dependence on others.

The Value of Natural splendour is infinite, incalculable,
spontaneous and subtle, while agricultural production is
determinable and within human powers of control
Since times immemorial man has been living by utilizing the free
gifts of Nature, which are in the form of fruits, food grains, veg-
etables, medicinal herbs, milk from milch cattle, honey  form
honeybees, wool form sheep, fish from rivers, lakes and oceans,
and a lot more so on. He has no role and contribution towards the
making of these things. Man got these products of Nature easily,
free of cost without much toil. In the same way in the process of
wheat seed germinating and growing in to plant and finally
forming corn, there is no mental power or discretion of man
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involved in it. Nature’s secret and the potential of the wheat seed
combine and determine the outcome. That is why man is not
properly able to comprehend and assess the value of things
received from nature’s performance. but he is very well able to
evaluate the products made from those things by applying his
discretion, labour, utility sense and artistic value and that is the
basis of his prosperity, which can be increased and decreased as
according to requirement.

Autonomy (self management and control by farmers them-
selves) is the testimony of sensibility for the welfare of all
and it justifies itself in the fulfillment of social obligations -
Autonomy purports self-management, control and participation
in the formation of a village (rural society), where human beings
can ensure justice to all and provide education, healthcare,
freedom and opportunity of production, and other essential
facilities to his family.
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Five Steps of ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’

1st Step :  Jungle/orchard/garden
Since 70 to 80% of world’s fertile and arable land is in the posses-
sion of we farmers and in the one third part of the Earth there
should be trees and plants, so it becomes obligatory for us to have
plantation in one third of our land (in the form of garden/forest)
in order to maintain balance of Nature. This is the first step of
‘Aavartansheel Kheti’.

Only forest and garden are capable of maintaining proper ratio of
life-sustaining oxygen in the atmosphere. They help in bringing
normal rains. They also absorb heat generated by carbon-emis-
sion and burning of fuels in the world. The Equilibrium of Nature
is not possible if forests and gardens are located in one part of the
Earth only and in the rest industrial pollution and Green Gas
Effect continue. Therefore, natural, social and economic balance
is possible, if forest/garden is located in one third part of the
entire area of every village of the whole planet.

Half of the population of the villages of India is landless. They
earn their livelihood by upbringing cows and goats. For them also
the produce of forest/garden is essential. Therefore, for social
balance also the presence of forest/garden in one third part of the
entire area of every village is a must.
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With reference to Indian scenario, stray and abandoned cattle are
today a great nuisance to farmers and farming. Whereas cattle
has an important role in the natural, social and economic balance.
Therefore, creation of forest/garden in one third part of the land
is essential and this is also the permanent solution of stray cattle
problem.

In comparison to food grain produce forest/garden produce is 10
to 20 times more, it reduces one third of cost and labour and side
by side creates opportunities for more production in the village. It
balances the ratio of exodus of humus in every part of the Earth,
all living beings, fauna and flora, animals, birds and forest/garden.

With the abundance of trees dry wood can be used in fulfilling
energy requirement in the form of gas, coal, etc, renewable
sources of energy.

After selecting naturally long lasting high yielding trees, gardens
should be developed with co-existential method so that they may
last several generations. Singular gardens developed with modern
method last only 30-40 years and have minimum and poor yield.
Its management takes much time and labor.
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2nd Step: Role of Animals in AK
In the Equilibrium of Nature, there is a definite ratio of animals
and birds. Knowing and maintaining this Nature can be made
intact and eternal and Man can promote his income and health.
For this cow breeding is essential. Mixture of cow dung and urine
in soil makes it active and lasting.

Forest/gardens with abundant birds and animals are generally
seen developing and free from disease. Birds play an important
role in controlling insects in crops.

In human diet and health system milk, ghee, butter, cheese etc.
products play a very important role. For continuous health one
third part of diet should include milk and its products.
In the ratio of land how many and which type of animals should
be brought up, it depends on the geographical and environmental
conditions of the place.

By the approach of the Neolithic Age, Man had become very well
familiar with birds and animals as to which are violent and which
non-violent, and developed the processes of keeping violent
animals away and non-violent ones near. Animal husbandry
became the main occupation and its several methods were
developed. Man started moving here and there in search of grass.
In the dietary system milk, Ghee and products made from it were
compulsorily included. Cow breeding became the chief vocation.
Later on cow geneses were used in various farming works during
the Agricultural Age and this continued until 40 years ago. As
soon as greed-based violent farming came in vogue, interference
was made in the species of cattle through artificial fertilization,
explosives and poisons were used in land and crops, in greed of
more milk motivate injection were used on cattle. As a result,
there came ‘Anna Pratha’ (stray and abandoned cattle problem) in
India, shortage of milk and poisonous milk due to lack of pure
species cows.

Today there is need to think about animal husbandry from
humanitarian point of view that if cattle are to be kept healthy,
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they should be allowed free grazing for 7-8 hours so that they are
able to eat different kinds of vegetation and herbs. In order to
make Man have pure nutritive diet, in limited food grain produc-
tion animal labour can be used in the conduct of transport.

Cattle geneses should be preserved so that their species remain
intact and eternal. Milking method should be humanized by
leaving sufficient milk for the calf so that they may remain
healthy and productive.

3rd Step: grazing in cyclic order
One third of total ownership land should be used for cattle –
grazing in cyclic order
With the propagation of greed based poisonous and violent
farming, tendency of taking one crop only, usage of fertilizers and
insecticides for the last 40-50 years, there has come a terrific
decline in the fertility of the soil, as a result of which there is
decline in the production also. The soil wants to give us some-
thing good, but we are taking something else. With the use of

weed destroying chemicals, there has come a loss of bio-diversity,
which has disturbed the balance of environment and the natural
cycle of soil fertility is completely broken. The only way to reacti-
vate the soil fertility is the use of cattle dung and urine, particu-
larly of cows. Around 30 million microbes are found in one grain
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of dung of indigenous cow. When this dung comes in contact with
the land, a number of insects present in the Earth like earthworm
and beetle come on the surface and consolidate dung and soil.
With cattle grazing this process goes on incessantly, due to which
the fertility comes naturally in the soil of the upper surface,
which after 2-3 years gap farming automatically yields 2-3 times
more production. In places along the Indian villages where the
cattle sit, 2-3 times more production is reported there and its
proof is available in every village.

With constant ploughing of the land the capillary action is af-
fected, which can be reactivated by cattle grazing. With this
superfluity and shortage of metals in the soil is balanced and the
cost and labour in farming is reduced. Through cattle-products,
there is 20-40 times increase in income.

In order to make green grass available for the cattle throughout
the year, the farmers should undertake grass farming, suitable to
climate

And pasturing, in one third part of their land and leave some part
for free grazing. They should go on changing the grass-growing
and pasturing areas in cyclic method. After 2-3 years in that area
farming (of food grains, vegetables) should be undertaken and
farming area should be used in the form of pasture land. This
process should go on forever.

With this method land and soil condition will improve. The
naturally grown vegetation in the land will balance the metallic
ratio in the soil.

4th Step:  Composting and mix cropping with crop rotation
Adopting multiple farming to fulfill maximum family needs by
pouring dung-manure in rest of the land

Keeping in view the family needs, climate, fertility of the soil and
the local seed tradition multiple farming should be undertaken so
that there is no dependence on market and fertility of the land is
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maintained.

Fulfilment of maximum family needs means that there should be
least dependence on market for food, residence and decoration
related needs. For example from among spices, oils, vegetables,
pulses, food grains etc, whatever is suitable for the local climate,
must be grown so that fertility of the soil is maintained and
dependence on market is reduced, and side by side nutritive
delicacies will be available at home.

For manure making methods can be applied on the basis of the
quantity of cow dung and environment. In case of large number
of cattle pits can be dug or heap can be made and with cow dung,
leaves and remains of crops, large quantity of manure can be
prepared, which can be very well used in the fields.

Local Seed Selection Process
Presently, the farmers will have to face the evil effects of greed-
based farming in the form of disappearance of local seeds. Seeds
are always local and can never be universal. Today, the situation is
this that Man has lost the knowledge of lasting local seeds. For this
it has become essential that the seeds should be collected with
reselection method.
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The process of seed selection is this that seeds of all available
species should be mixed together and after properly preparing
the field, they must be sown for the crop at a suitable time. After
some time several kinds of mixed plants will appear with sepa-
rate qualities and they must be constantly observed. Some plants
will have strong stem, some will have much extension, some will
have much quantity of corns, some will have big shape of corns
and some will have corns of shining color. Corns of desired
qualities should be cooked, their dishes should be prepared and
their taste, nutritive quality, digestive capacity etc should be
analyzed. Such selected seeds should be re-sown next year. In
them we notice that some of them have decreasing-increasing
qualities and some are stable. Those in which all the desired
qualities are stable should be sown again, and if in the third
generation seeds color, form, shape, nutritive quality and produc-
tivity remain stable, they should be sown and reaped every year.
In the form of seeds they should be given to other farmers also so
that all are benefited.

5th Step: Production and Processing
Since ages ago it has been the agony of farmer community
(producers) that they could not fix the value of their produced
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things. Its main reasons are this that the value of natural splendor
is infinite immeasurable and very subtle that human beings are
unable to recognize its worth and value. In other words produc-
tion which is made with the help of land, water, air, seed, sun-light,
animals, birds etc that is all Nature’s splendor, which is for entire
Mankind and its value is infinite and incalculable. Because in the
process of a seed becoming a tree and again converting into a
seed no human labour is involved except this that the farmer
sowed the seed in the proper land and at the proper time. In the
same way in the process of an animal giving milk, there is no
contribution of Man. That is purely ‘Mamta ras’ (essence of
mother’s love for child). Productions in which Man has no contri-
bution how can he get the right to fix its value? When Man invests
his mental and physical labour in the production and enhances its
artistic and utility value (Qualitative Growth) as in making butter,
cheese etc from milk, besan (condensed grain flour), salty dishes
etc, products from grain; only then he is able to determine the
value of products. Prosperity is possible only by doing so other-
wise not.

By making Nature-gifted things useful for man, overbearing
passion for more farming and more production should be re-
strained. Production target should be increased and decreased
according to family requirements and not according to market. In
this way man can experience want, requirement and demand can
manage to supply the thing accordingly. This is prosperity and
self sufficiency. The proof of prosperity and autonomy is in the
form of voluntarily fulfilling the social obligations. Social respon-
sibility means education and justice for all, enabling opportunity
in production and through participating in preparation of back
ground for a universal order of undivided human society. In the
present day situation most of the vital rights of the village have
been taken away by the state. An anomaly in the Indian political
system is this that village is treated merely as an administrative
unit and not as an economic unit. The village body, Gram
panchayat (village assembly) has no sound source of income and
revenue. In such a condition it can’t carry out any development
work on its own. For this it is solely dependent on government
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grants. Now, in such circumstances the question is how can the
object of prosperity and autonomy of the village be accom-
plished? Its answer lies in the strong will power of the people and
their dedication to the utmost welfare and development of the
village. For all round development of the village every aspect of
rural life should be taken care of. Since water is the very base of
life the people should take up the task of water management and
water harvesting in the village. In India over a million dry (con-
sumed and extinct) wells are present. In Bundelkhand region
alone thousands of such wells can be seen. If these wells are re-
bored and recharged, they can be very helpful for irrigation
purpose. The number of tanks and ponds in the villages has been

alarmingly reduced due to encroachment and neglect. They can
be great source of water harvesting and storage. There is great
need to make the villages self reliant in fulfilling energy require-
ments through solar energy and other renewable and alternative
sources of energy. Gobar (cow dung) gas plants may also be very
useful for this.

Through education, seminars,  ‘Chaupal’ (open air meeting of
general public) the message of ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ should be
conveyed to all. It’s a call for solidarity with the international
peasant fraternity.  There should be strenuous efforts towards the
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establishment of universal order of undivided human society. This
is indeed in the interest and welfare of entire mankind, because
ultimately only through all human understanding and right
awareness, just living and adoption of “Aawartansheel kheti” it is
possible to live in prosperity and constant happiness.

Presently, in the name of democracy power-centered administra-
tive systems are in practice, in which there is no respectful place
for agricultural producers and no co-existential outlook towards
the splendour of Nature.  Declaration of decentralization or
devolution of power at the grass root level by the government is
just proving to be a hoax because of rampant corruption and red
tapism from top to bottom in the prevalent constitution man is
meant to suffer and land to become sick.

A person who is not a participant in the
production of anything, will have no sense and
awareness of its use and proper utilization
without participation in the production
process. It is not possible for man to be imbued
with human conduct and qualities.

By Shri A. Nagraj
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Conclusion

If all the farmers of the world adopt this kind of farming, there
would be necessary trees and plants in one third part of the Earth,
due to which temperature will be controlled. Its direct effect will
be on the purity and motion of air. As a result, distribution of
rains will be normal. Seasons will be balanced. The utmost and
quickest seasonal effect falls on farmers and farming.

‘Avartansheel Kheti’ will balance the ratio of living beings, animals
and birds, due to which fertility of the soil will increase. In fertile
soil healthy crops will grow naturally. Crops will be naturally
protected from insects by the birds. Cost and labour in farming
will be reduced and uncertainty removed.

With multiple production and development of handicraft works
every family in the village will have possibilities of self-employ-
ment. Sensibly and in responsible manner there would be readi-
ness to provide facilities of health, education and production to
everyone in the village. Prosperous men will help others to
prosper. Living in the village every man will cooperate in the
progress of the village. With ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ there is a huge
increase in production. If wheat is sown in one acre of land, the
produce will be 15-20 quintals. If gram is sown in one acre of land,
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the produce is 5-6 quintals. If indigenous mango trees are planted
in one acre of land, the yield is 200-250 quintals per year for 150-
200 years constantly. If guava trees are planted in one acre of land,
the yield is 200 quintals per year. If lemon trees are planted in one
acre of land, the yield is 100 quintals. If 5 cows are given one acre
of land for grazing, 200 kilograms of ghee is received per year.

In comparison to food grain farming (agriculture), from
Pomiculture 15-20 times and from ‘Gopalan’ (cow-breeding)
there is 20-40 times more increase in one’s income.

In ‘Aavartansheel Kheti’ we undertake the farming of forest/
garden in one third part of the land, in one third part cattle-
breeding and in one third part food grain/vegetable farming. Its
direct effect comes on our dining plate. In our daily diet one third
parts should be of fruits, one third parts of milk and other milk
products and the remaining one third parts should be of food
grains, pulses and vegetables. From the point of body nutrition
this is the best and ideal diet. Its effect comes on our health and
working capacity and on the health and working capacity of all
our family members. By this diet all the members of the family
can remain healthy, active and energetic.

The various sections of village community are mutually interwo-
ven with strong social and economic bonds. They all have a
definite role to play in the production; they all perform their
functions with mutual trust and assurance. There are rules of
working with Nature, rules of maintaining adjustment, control and
recognition of the principle of balance in Nature, based on under-
standing, experience and opportunity to live accordingly, with
which they find solution for many problems of prosperity, fear-
lessness and realization of peaceful co-existence. As a result they
are able to live in perfect harmony and understanding of entire
order. In other words, they fulfill their obligation towards the
universal order of undivided human society and can experience
happiness, peace, contentment and joy, which is the goal of
human life.
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Post Script - 1

Autonomy or self -rule is expressed in the form of self-sufficiency
and self dependence of the farmers regarding all their wants and
requirements. This is also the goal of human life and the satura-
tion point of their satiety. The self reliance of the farmers can be
seen in the family- based village self rule. That is to say through
mutual participation a group of sensible and prosperous families
will come forward to manage provision of employment, justice,
education and health care.

Dependence on others is painful at all levels. Education, health-
care, justice and employment have been made objects for sale in
our country and the state has made laws in its favour. As a result
the hard -earned produce of we farmers reaches in the hands of
idle and greedy people at a very low price. The farmers are getting
poorer day by day. Their prosperity is impossible without setting
up village self-rule (strengthening of village rights). Therefore,
political awareness is very essential for the farmers till the
establishment of village self- rule.
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Five characteristics of autonomous farmers

1- self-sufficiency in free thinking-
The farmers should be able to analyze and assess their views and
works themselves and should constantly develop their thinking
capacity or else they would be dominated by others.
2-self-sufficiency in energy requirements-
It is a sign of prosperity if the farmers are self-reliant and self-
dependent in meeting the energy requirements used in ploughing,
sowing, reaping, threshing and drawing water.

3-self-sufficiency in maintaining soil fertility
The farmers should constantly maintain the soil -fertility of their
land. It is their basic capital. They should themselves develop such
self-reliant ways and methods at home as are not dependent on
others.

4- Self sufficiency in seeds-
The farmers have to conserve themselves the qualitative growth
of their seeds. Dependence on others would be disastrous for the
preservation of high quality seeds.

5- Self-sufficiency in water-
Instead of depending on under- ground water, it would be better
for the farmers to store rain-water. This would increase the level
of underground water, make irrigation possible in less cost and
promote self-reliance in water requirements. Besides this, the
farmers should develop such techniques as may provide maxi-
mum produce in less water.

Let land, water and air be free from pollution and
effect of chemicals.
Let food grains, fruits, vegetables and milk be free
from poison.
Let all living beings, animals and birds be free from
chains.
Let man be free from greed.
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Post Script - 2

Excessive Human Greed
In the case of farmers, it can be described in three ways:

Effort and Tendency to take More by giving Less or through
an Un-natural Process
Over the years there has been a terrific increase in the tendency
to have more produce and production by adopting un-natural
methods and inputs.

We may take the case of milk cattle such as cows and buffaloes.
As a result of unnatural feeding and repeated use of allopatic
medicines, their life-span is shortened, the number of calve-birth
declines and the nutritive quality of the milk is lost.

In the same way excessive lust for quantitative growth in crops,
vegetables and fruits causes qualitative depreciation and there is
decline in their taste and nutritive quality.

Hybrid seeds or even genetically modified seeds of cereals, pulses,
vegetables and fruits do give yields of fantastic size and weight.
But they are lacking good taste and nutritive quality.  With this
there is threat of extinction of the open pollinated varieties.  In
the same way, unnatural modifications in the important milk
cattle species also pose a threat of their being endangered.  There-
fore we should think very deeply about the effects of any unnatu-
ral modification for all living beings, plants and trees.
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With the passage of time this experiment will prove to be an
illusion and jugglery of the agricultural scientists.

Tendency to take Much by giving Nothing
These days there is a widespread practice and tendency among
the farmers to attempt to seek maximum produce from their
crops by applying chemical fertilizers, insecticides and pesticides.
Chemical fertilizers are water soluble components which feed the
plant immediately through the root system.  The soil life and the
way a plant is connected with the soil is of no importance here.
Farmers are told they will have richer crops when they use
chemical fertilizers. But the truth is that their soil life, consisting
of billions of micro-organisms, is killed and their natural soil
fertility is depleted.  Chemical fertilizers create, after some time,
agricultural barren land.

Depreciation of Farmer’s produce through Deceit and Fraud
The worst exploitation of the farmers takes place, when after the
reaping of the harvest, they are in need of cash money and they
are compelled to sell their hard-earned produce to cunning
merchants and brokers at a very cheap rate.  In this way the
farmers are badly cheated and they are not able to get their due
proper price of the produce.  On the other hand the merchants
sell those items to the customers at a high rate.
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Post Script - 3
Tips for Natural (Organic) Farming

Four Basics of Natural Farming

A. Beejamrat (Meaning : Nector for Seeds)
For 100 kg. seeds

Ingrediants
1. Dung of native cow of your home land - 5 kgs.
2. Cow urine - 5 litres
3. Lime - 50 gram
4. Water - 20 litres

Method of Preparation :
Keep them all together in water for 24 hours. Pour the solution
on 100 kgs. seeds till they are fully saturated. After this dry the
seeds in a shady place and then sow them in the field.
Effect :
Seeds grow in large number. Roots grow fast. No effect of soil
sickness on the plants. There is fast growth of plants.

B. Jeevamrat (Meaning : Nector for microbes)
Every plant requires 16 types of elements as nutrients. Chief

of them are Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium (Potash).
Secondary elements calcium, Magnesium, iron, zinc, copper,
magnese, boron, mollybdenum etc. are subtle  nutrients. These
nutrients are abundantly present in the earth’s soil. But the plants
can’t take them in directly. There are microbes present in the soil
which enable the nutrients to pass through the roots. They are so
small that they can’t be seen through naked eyes. They make the
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soil fertile.
Ingredients :

1. Dung of native cow (ox or buffalo) of your home land -
10 kgs.

2. Cow urine - 5 to 10 litre
3. Gur (Jaggrey) - 1 kg
4. Flour of Kidney Beans, Horse Beans, Citisus cajan and

peas - 1 kg.
5. Soil of Field Fencing or of snake burrows - 1 haldful.
6. Water - 200 litres.

Method of Preparation
(There are 5 billion Microbes present in 1 gm of Jeevamrat)

Keep the solution in a shady place for two days and stir it
thrice a day. Use the solutions with in 7 days either by irrigation
or by sprinkling (for one acre field only).

C. Mulching
For the survival of the microbes the Temperature should be

between 25ºC to 32ºC, humidity between 65% to 72% and
darkness is also required. For this it is essential that the field
should be covered with dry leaves, twigs, remains of the reaped
field and with the weeds of the field. With this there would be a
miracle that earth worms and other insects, whose diet is
Jeevamrat (microbes), would come upto the upper surface and
cause degradation of the leaves etc. This would help in making the
soil amorphous and increase productivity. Besides this water will
stay for long time and there would be holes also to take the water
down. Due to capillary force this water would come upto the
upper level of plants will receive it.

D. Irrigation (through water-vapour)
1. The roots of the plants do not absorb water directly, but

they absorb 50 percent water and 50 percent water-
vapour present in the empty spaces among soil par-
ticles. For this it is essential that the field should be
covered, the soil is amorphous and there is humidity in
the field.

2. Secondly, for the extention of the roots to absorb maxi-
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mum water, it is essential that the plants should be
watered outside of their shade (shade till 12 O’clock in
the noon). With this the plants would be developed and
less water will be consumed.

Note : The roots of the plants extend upto the extent of the noon-
shade.
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Cyclical Farming, Pleading for a
Plentiful India

Farmer Johan D’hulster

The Need to revalue the Sacred Cow
According to Hindu tradition, the cow is sacred.

We Westerners will never be capable to completely fathom the
religious and spiritual depth of this wonderful aspect of Hindu
tradition. Nevertheless, a very deep respect for the relationship
between man and mother cow gradually grew during my many
visits to India’s magnificent rural villages.

From my numerous talks with Indian farmers I have realized that
a good agricultural model and by extension the village and com-
munity, can only function if the cow is the focal point of agricul-
tural practice.

Since agriculture is the foundation and vehicle of our society’s
culture it is consequently very sensible and wise to label cows as
sacred.

It is slowly dawning on the entire world that we have to grant
agriculture the esteem it deserves. This can only be done by
developing a correct understanding of sustainable cycles, fertility
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and vitality of the soil and the central role the cow plays in all of
this.

Allow me to explain.

The First and Essential Cycle

COW

SOIL

MANURE 
(N)

FODDER

A cow is a true metabolic animal. With her 4 stomachs and her
complete internal focus everything about the cow is aimed at
converting grass and clover into fertile manure and milk.
If we treat the cow with respect and in accordance with her
nature she will grant us balanced riches. No animal but the cow
can match that balance. Cow milk is a complete food that consti-
tutes a harmonious synthesis of protein, fats, carbohydrates and
mineral salts. However, the value of manure and its bacterial
composition is also unique in its balance.

The rich bacteria in manure are the most obvious and neces-
sary nourishment of the soil, and consequently lead to fertile
soil.

Fertile soil is the main condition for availability of healthy
fodder, whether it be pasture, or specific fodder crops.

When the cow has plenty of room to move and is conscious of
her surroundings and has enough healthy fodder, she can
develop naturally.

No matter where you look and how you analyse farming, you
always come back to this first and essential cycle. It is every
single farm’s task to approach this cycle qualitatively.
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The quality of the bacterial conversion processes in the
gastrointestinal tract of the cow determines the nature, smell
and composition of the manure.

The manure’s bacterial composition contributes to the quality
of the soil life and to the composition of specific soil organ-
isms, that are an important part of the soil’s fertility.

A balanced healthy soil produces healthy fodder.

Healthy and vital fodder stimulates the cow’s senses and the
absorption of the nutrients and minerals.

That completes the cycle and allows qualitative growth.

No Farming without Landscape
Sustainable cycles in agriculture are unthinkable without the
vegetation carpet covering the earth. Barren soil with no plants,
bushes or trees does not function as a living organism. According
to old Indian wisdom a minimum of 33% of landscape is needed,
but actually 66% is desirable to maintain the health of the earth’s
ecosystem. The earth’s vegetation carpet is referred to as Mother
Nature’s Sari.

COW

SOIL

MANURE 
(N)

FODDER

Biodiversity

Biomass (C)

Compost (C/N)

Soil Fertility

Leguminious
Plants (N) +
Bacteria's

Vitality Crops

Food

Humans
- trees
- straw
- leafs
- waste

- humus
- structure
- soil life
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As a result, agriculture that is embedded in a type of landscape,
modelled by man and nature, constantly interacts with an infinite
diversity of fodder, food, consumer items and biomass.

The biomass of leaves, green material, twigs and woody sub-
stances that is produced by the surrounding landscape is an
elementary addition to secure the demand for carbon and miner-
als, among other things, in the agricultural cycle.

So the surrounding landscape feeds the farm, but the cow feeds
that landscape just as much. Balanced grazing of an ecosystem
equals enrichment.

Since the disappearance of the natural landscape in vast areas of
the world and the start of large-scale desertification, landscape
regeneration is the first priority for building a buffer against
erosion, loss of fertility of the soil and climate change.

Trees can be introduced in the agrosystem by row plantation
allowing a lot of distance between the trees, and by selecting the
right type of tree in the field. This often proves much more effec-
tive than merely planting a forest. This approach is called
agroforestry, which entails opting for a combination of mutually
beneficial effects of both agriculture and afforestation.

Trees:
❏ contribute to the recovery of the soil’s fertility through

their roots, they improve the water management in a hot
and dry climate;

❏ enhance the organic matter percentage thanks to their
seasonal defoliation;

❏ limit the soil temperature and decomposition of humus and
soil life;

❏ function as a minerals pump, by transporting minerals from
deeper layers of soil to the surface and depositing them
through defoliation on the ground;

❏ prevent soil erosion;
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❏ bear fruit, nuts or oilseeds;
❏ produce, in some cases, twigs that can be used as fodder or

as ground cover for stables;
❏ contribute to biodiversity;
❏ provide firewood, which is becoming more expensive due

to shortage;
❏ function as a buffer against certain effects of climate

change;
❏ are reputed for their medicinal qualities;
❏ keep the livestock from the fields when planted as a tight

hedge.

In agroforestry, the distance between the rows of trees is chosen
in relation to the aridity. Diversity is as wide as possible with
different species and varieties. The trees are pruned in height
and the roots are cut short, to restrict competition with the crops.
Selection of plenty of leguminous trees, because of the N-binding,
contributes to the supply of nitrogen to the soil and, when used as
fodder, to the protein content of that fodder.

The Wonder of the New Formation of Humus
Albert Howard, a British agricultural expert with a long record of
service in India, brought the technique of composting organic
material to Western Europe in 1931. He had learnt in India that
compost is one of the key elements of careful intensive farming.
This new insight for Europe was a major boost for organic
farming methods. Now, the whole world is gaining more experi-
ence with composting methods.

The cardinal rules for composting are simple. All organic waste,
leaves, straw, manure, reeds, vegetable waste, silt, weeds etc. can
be used in a compost heap. The aim is to obtain an even dark
brown, humus rich, disease free, pleasantly smelling and living
substance.

When setting up a compost heap one needs to focus on a balance
between material rich in carbon (C); e.g. straw, and nitrogen (N);
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e.g. manure. Sufficient supply of moisture and oxygen is needed
for a successful conversion of the organic basic material.

Composting organic material starts with a process of decomposi-
tion, this is combined with an elevated temperature in the heap,
caused by billions of decomposition organisms. After successful
decomposition, other groups of micro organisms in the compost
heap start a process of composition, which arrange the released
life forces again. That creates new high-quality humus.

Composting is the most noble, fast and efficient way of building
up the soil’s fertility. It can be applied to every type of opera-
tional farming, in addition to crop rotation and the use of green
manure crops, which can be applied to large acreage.

Learning to understand Soil Fertility
Soil fertility is a subtle concept, because we can only grasp its
meaning if we think in terms of processes. Soil fertility cannot be
expressed in numbers, but rather becomes visible in how a
plant’s roots can connect with the soil. The more intense the
connection between the plant and the soil, the more vital and
healthy it will look provided the soil is fertile.

3 very closely interwoven factors constitute the quality of the soil:

❏ The humus content, as a result of long term (many years
and sometimes even centuries) transformation processes
of organic material by soil organisms. It is the stable humus
that gives a darker colour to the soil;

❏ The soil’s structure, which is characterised by the way
individual soil particles stick together to form big crumbs.
That is what determines the air water balance of the soil;

❏ The soil life that consists of bacteria, fungi, earthworms, all
sorts of soil insects etc. A handful of soil contains millions
of them with an infinite diversity.
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Assessing Soil Quality Yourself
All soil has its own unique biodiversity, which is related to the soil
quality and surface biodiversity of the ecological environment.
Laboratories often apply standard methods used to assess the
soil and this usually leads to deficient observations. As a rule,
laboratories tend to measure the mineral composition of the soil
instead of examining the living substances in it.

Field observations can help us gain insight. It suffices to dig a
simple profile pit 5O centimeters deep to learn to look at the soil
differently. Focal points can be: colour, smell, roots and porosity.

❏ Good soil has a uniform colour and the organic material
gives the earth its dark colour. Soil rich in oxygen has a
nicer smell. Blue or grey spots on the other hand are signs
of a lack of oxygen, which coincides with rotting processes
and an unhealthy smell.

❏ Look at the intense network of roots, the depth of the roots
and the presence of thickened, snapped or diseased roots.
Also study the pattern of the roots: sometimes it is very
superficial or some areas are avoided. Active roots are
bright white, old roots are corky and brown. When the roots
get help from the good mycorrhiza fungi it appears as if the
earth is glued to the roots. The pattern and intensity of the
root system are an excellent indicator of the soil’s accessi-
bility.

❏ Porosity means that there is some space between the soil
particles for water and air, for roots and soil fauna. The
presence of crumbs, cracks and holes are signs of the
porosity in the soil.

Economically Viable Nitrogen Supply thanks to Leguminous
Plants
Green manure crops are also an easy way of investing in the
composition of the soil’s fertility. Green manure crops are crops
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that are sowed in between main crops in order to shallowly work
them back into the soil or to leave them on top. So, they are not or
only partly harvested, which means they provide an important
source of organic material.

The leguminous plants are of exceptional importance among the
green manure crops, because they are capable of converting
nitrogen, which abounds in the air, into a substance that can be
absorbed by the plant. For that purpose they exist in symbiosis
with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, which can be found where their
roots are. That nitrogen that is set in the nodes of the roots can
then be released for the following crop. Clovers are a well-known
example of a leguminous green manure crop.

In other words, the supply of nitrogen to the plant, which is
necessary for the volume and production, can take place in
different ways: through decomposition of humus in the soil,
through decomposition of the administered fresh organic matter,
through chemically prepared mineral nitrogen fertilizers and
through organic nitrogen compounds. The latter deserve our
utmost attention, because the leguminous green manure crops
hold the winning card for safeguarding the nitrogen supply for
the plant in a healthy and economical way. The cost price of
chemically prepared mineral nitrogen fertilizers is linked to the
price of oil and will only continue to rise. Furthermore, chemical
fertilizer affects the watery part of the plant and therefore causes
unbalanced explosive growth, which adversely affects the plant’s
resistance and vitality.

An additional important argument for revaluing leguminous
plants in agrosystems is the sensible concept of providing protein
for humans and animals. Beans, peas, lentils and clovers are
traditional main crops in India and each and every one of them
contains high levels of protein and essential amino acids. Local
sources of protein offer a high nutritional value and they leave the
soil rich in nitrogen.
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Preserving Life Forces
Vitality is the outcome, the natural result, of the care and atten-
tion for the farm in all its aspects, as described earlier. Vitality
becomes apparent in the condition of the crops in the field, in the
shiny coat on the domestic animals. It makes the farmers the
keepers of that vitality.

Creating vitality in the farm organism through care and attention
is the best prevention against disease and plagues. It is of utmost
importance to create a resilient agrosystem in order not to
become the slave of chemical aids, which are recommended by
the industry to the farmer nowadays as the indispensable stan-
dard recipe. These artificial means have no place in vital farming.

We often forget that agriculture is the primary sector in society,
the sector that secures the essential needs of man. Without
healthy and safe food and drinking water nobody would be able to
develop any industry or service sector. Moreover, we often forget
that agriculture has its own set of rules. Agriculture’s reason for
existence is embodied in sustainable cycles, in which everything
is interconnected.

Food production for humans, then, is not the one and only activ-
ity in farming. If farming focuses on sustainable cycles, it creates
abundance. An abundance of life forces in cows, domestic ani-
mals, in manure, in the surrounding landscape, compost, fertility
of the soil, crops.

Consequently, the surplus of energy allows the production of food
for people.  It is safe and healthy because it is anchored in a
unique and vigorous farm organism.

Opting for Biodiversity
When it comes to biodiversity, India is one of the richest areas in
the world. In Indian agricultural tradition there was also an
infinite variety of domestic animal races and edible crops. This
was always related to farmers’ infinite knowhow and experience
to use that variety sensibly.
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Biodiversity can also be translated as genetic variety, or the living
organisms’ ability to adapt to ever changing environmental
circumstances. For instance, our food crops are the result of
selection and multiplication over the centuries and therefore
bear a rich genetic variety in them which makes them adaptive to
their environment.

Vandana Shiva’s unremitting zeal has helped the world realize
that it is our collective duty to secure biodiversity for the future.
Because it is biodiversity that contains the sources of evolution
and the human race’s survival.

That is why it is so important that every farm chooses the largest
possible diversity of plants, trees and animals. Seed selection and
multiplication also primarily belongs to the living context of a
diversified farm.

Biodiversity offers a very diverse biomass, and that in turn is the
best guarantee for a balance in microbial life, the fungi, bacteria
and micro organisms during the processes of decomposition and
composition in the cycles of the farm.

Balancing Carbon and Nitrogen
A major source of carbon in the cyclical mechanism is the supply
of undigested organic material from the available biomass, the
crop residues, green manure crops, etc.

A source of nitrogen can be manure from domestic animals, but
also nitrogen from the air set in the root nodes of leguminous
plants.

True farming skill is a matter of connecting the available carbon
and nitrogen in the soil proportionally and in a balanced way.

Carbon and nitrogen are each other’s opposites, but depend on
each other in farming. Carbon constitutes the skeleton of the
earth and tends to become rigid, think of coal. Nitrogen exists
everywhere and yet it is intangible and has the tendency to
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vaporize. Nitrogen is the engine for growth and production, but
needs to be connected with digestible carbon in order to function
optimally.

A well-built compost heap is a unique example of such a connec-
tion, but the entire farm needs to aim for the same balance
between carbon and nitrogen.

Responsible Dependence
Mahatma Gandhi strived for village autonomy, but he might not
have been able to fully emphasise how closely connected the core
of farming is with village autonomy. Although, without any doubt,
Gandhi was the personification of anti-greed, that is also appar-
ent in nature.

In India’s powerful tradition of farming, village autonomy was
built on the principle of responsible dependence. Everything was
connected with everything and every villager had his place and
task in that unity, as an indispensable spoke in the wheel of life.

Traditionally, landscape, forest and trees were plenty in each
village in India. The cow was sacred and was at the centre of
farming. There was soil fertility, vitality and biodiversity. There
was plenty of water and all organic material was carefully and
attentively reintroduced into the cycle.

A lot of that has been forgotten but is not lost. When conscious of
the ecological challenge planet earth is faced with, it is wise to
revalue the century-old wealth of Indian agricultural tradition and
to connect it with our modern insights and experiences.

Small-scale agrosystems are responsible for about 85 percent of
the world’s food production through a short chain of sale and
consumption. A precondition is that we give the farmers the deep
respect they deserve. They are the indispensable chains for
securing the integrity of the food, rural development and nature’s
dynamics.  Nature that always gives abundantly.
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A contemporary mud-house made with eco-friendly
building material
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